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Abstract: 

Near Field Communication (NFC) has been fast growing technology since last few years. A tight 
integration of such technology with mobile phones has given a tremendous opportunity to the world. It 

is a close-range induction-based technology. In this paper I would like to explore practical approach 
which was taken up for attacking user data or more briefly said stealing data by conducting multiple 
attacks. More about this technology threats and what can be the possible outcome to stay away from 
threats. All these threats are based on active and passive communication. 

 

1. Introduction 

Disregarding the way that Personal Computer (PC) is for all intents and purposes indistinct to a Mobile 
phone in particular terms, and individuals regularly convey increasingly an individual thing like 

mobile phone reliably. Presently a day's Mobile phones are under physical surveillance since 
individuals generally believe that their mobile phones are an imperative bit of their way of life. 
Burglary and particular distant attacks using Bluetooth or WI-Fi correspondence innovation are 
somewhat ambushes that may exploit our mobile phone. We have some new thing NFC incorporated 

with mobile phone, will rises barely any more perils to our advanced cells.   
 

2. Significance of security 

Exactly when client uses an organization due to tension, the organization or administration related use 
issues they would prefer not to look with. His/her essential and first methodology is to  improve and 
greater execution as could be expected under the circumstances. So, to pick up organization we need 

usefulness and execution together [4]. 
 
The boundaries like specialized inadequacies and security related issues are possibly impact the 
proportion of administration utilization. There is a complexity in the two issues. Security issues are 

made with some improper demonstration of clients and with some in fact solid made devices, which 
encourages client to cause destruction. Be that as it may, there is no issue of security  identified with 
specialized issues [5]. In the most recent decade, for the accompanying reasons security has turned into 
a critical issue:  

• A wrongdoer, by imitating malicious exercises can acquire penny because from their perspective, 
money related earning chances are lot more. 

• From the specialized perspective:  

• Step by step web is extending in immense numbers, along these lines transgressor has more 

opportunities to do an off -base thing with no single client yet they may perform same assault 
procedure on various expected misused individuals. 

• High advancement cost in data innovation zone and extending essential of new application s has 

put forth hard to embed wellbeing attempts in the new applications. Furthermore, it may takes 
parcel of endeavors to introduce security headway as opposed to organizing whatever left of  the 
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application. This is all because extra time and more money is attractive to make embedded 
security building. 

• From the engineer's perspective, security features in general are less acknowledges by possible 
purchasers than general features usefulness. In spite of the fact that seeing security highlights 

requires skill, clients effectively see different functionalities, for example, a UI. 

• Following are the security reasons for NFC ecosystem which I specially considered as an 
imperative issue in the NFC. 

• NFC is a sizzling development, composed with mobile phones.  

• One and all people having PDAs now days and they are stressed over things related to themselves 
not with advanced cells. 

• NFC is vivaciously advanced by pro associations.   

• The miscreants have a tremendous interest for installment related fakes, and NFC has a po ssibly 
significant market for substitution of contactless brilliant card into Smartphone. 

 
3. NFC Communication Attack analysis 

NFC gadgets go about as savvy card (ISO 14443) and hold a protected chip additionally alluded as a 
Secure Element (SE) that works in card copying mode. The SE is related to the NFC controller for 
contactless installments. Utilizing such instrument NFC gadget can be utilized for buying merchandise 
too. Followings are possible attacks can be hosted on NFC mobile by wrongdoers.  

• Eavesdropping 

• Data Corruption 

• Data Modification 

• Data Insertion 

• Man-In-Middle Attack  

• Relay Attack  

• Nasty application 
 
4. Concerning problem with NFC tag 

At the point when two NFC devices impart in reader/writer mode, one gadget is reader and other is 

NFC tag. So, it is critical to talk about NFC label dangers as well. They can be the simple casualty f or 
programmers. Following area will exceptionally examine sort of assaults that can be conceivable on 
NFC tag. 

• Cloning of NFC tag 

•  Fuzzing 

• Personality stealing 

• DoS attack 

• Solution for NFC tag attacks 
The main arrangement could be, including any encryption component-based confirmation framework 
into the NFC tag so it won't be anything but difficult to split any NFC tag and clients can utilize tag 

with no dread in them. The main issue to actualize such arrangement is the cost, the genuine expense 
of such bolstered method tag could go twofold than typical NFC tag, which may bring up huge issue 
and detour stone in execution of NFC framework. 
 

5. Concerning problem with NFC Reader 

Fundamentally, when NFC reader is utilized in instances of perusing keen contactless card put away in 
NFC upheld mobile phones, so it is a basic NFC device which engages card imitating mode. To the 
extent security is concern both RFID reader and NFC reader are to some degree indistinguishable 

regarding capacity so the sorts of assaults are likewise comparative. Mirroring capacity of NFC reader, 
clearing or destruction could be the major attacking procedures for NFC reader 

• Evacuation or decimation 
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• Mimicking function of NFC reader 
 

6. Conducted Attack scenario 

In this section we are discussing attack scenario possible in real world situation. Based on the object 

varieties the attack can be different and effect can be also extended with. In this scenario we have to  
accept few parameters like wrondoer has integrated NFC supported device (NFC tag) into the under 
attack object before. On the off chance the wrondoer might have implanted a false NFC tag onto little 
objects such as banknote or dress. Similarly if we are hacking entire NFC supported mobile phone 

through table because naturally people rest their cell phones onto table then we might need 
components like tag emulator, small board size computer and transformer under the table[1][2].  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 simple attack                       Figure 2 Multiples attack possibility 
Above figure 1 and 2 display the attack architecture for simple and multiple attack architecture.  
 

6.1 Simple attack trap plan 

First let’s talk about simple attack scenario if we would implant NFC nasty tag into currency note with 
false URL, which is redirecting user mobile to a site where it hijacks important data from user mobile 
(see figure 1). The spread of such attack can work for multiple users because the currency note will 

travel from one person to other person while purchasing and sale transactions. So, when the same 
currency note comes into the pocket of person the tag gets activated and imitates the function for what 
it was created. Few parameters  

 
Figure 3 Currency with NFC                           Figure 4 clothe Tag 
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we need to mention while attacking such way are, first the  distance between victim NFC phone and 
currency note should not be more, second obstacles in victim purse between phone and currency note. 
We would think of this attack by keeping in mind that most of people who use NFC enable phones are 
high end phones and they keep it with wallet. Same case can be considered if such nasty NFC tag is 

implanted in clothes with water resistance capacity or by coating tag so that while washing water will 
not affect the tag (see figure 4). 
 
6.2 Multiple attack trap plan 

For this attack scenario, I have created an environment with combination of small board size computer 
connected having internet connectivity, NFC emulator (Sony RC S380) for progressively switch the 
NFC tag as indicated by attack situation and necessary power source transformer underneath table. 
Figure 5 shows the entire arrangement made while imitating attack and let’s see how this arrangement 

performs the task. 

Figure 5 Multiple attack scenario arrangement 
 

1. To begin with, we are waiting for sufferer individual to approach after his/her cell phone read out 

malicious link information recorded on NFC tag emulator. Here in beginning emulator goes as 
NFC tag. 

2. The attacked user’s cell phone will examine the tag (emulator) and dispatches a program like 
browser to open the URL when he/she approaches towards attack arrange place and place cell 

phone onto the desk. 
3. Indicated associated URL would be open by the program in sufferer’s cell phone.  
4. Once the site opens up it captures gadget fingerprinting by utilizing JavaScript and gather data 

about the unfortunate casualty's gadget. 

5. The victim fingerprinting data is sent to our locally arranged board size computer through internet.  
6. After that our onboard computer will rewrite NFC tag content (NFC emulator) so that we can plan 

new attack based on received information from unfortunate casualty's gadget.  
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1.Now, the new tag has changed the NDEF record unlike which was used in the beginning. This time 
same victim’s cell phone would again read out new record and assaulted once again.  Th is entire 
sequence of attack is depicted in figure 6. 

Figure 6 Multiple attack trap plan execution 
 

7. Conclusion 

We gave run of the mill a stock of dangers has been determined and tended to. NFC without anyone 

else can't give guard against listening in or data changes. The sole response to understand this is 
frequently the making of a protected channel over NFC. This should be possible basically, because of 
the NFC connect isn't in danger of the Man-in the-Middle assault. We tend to presented a NFC explicit 
attack scenario understanding, that gives birth to make a effort and snappy secure key understanding 

between NFC devices and making channel more secure. 
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